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In the parkTZ

Raju, you never
Now you can

bring your own ball.
From today onwards,
we will not play

come to play only
when you bring
your own bat and

with you.

Raju comes home with
tears in his eyes
thinking of the

ball.

All the children

play with such nice
toys.

numerous times he hod
asked his father

to get toys for him.

At least get
me a bat and
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a ball.

What pQpG?
I want it now.

Okay beta wait
for a few more

days.I will buy

Raju starts crying

Son, be patient. We will buy you a ball,
a bat and lots of toys.

The next evening Raju s eyes fell on
something near the bench.

Oh!

What is this?
beautiful
Whose

He looked around
there was no one

Why shouldn't I take it for
myself and my younger brother
Kaju.

That Evening

It fs so beautiful.

Who gave you this?

Raiu Bhaiya
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Papa,

Raju, Where did
you get it from?

I didn't steal it

Tell me the truth

I found it in

the park.

Think how sad

that child will be. It Is not^

belongs
someone

( correct to keep anyone
else's things without
their knowldege.
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Papa, then what
should we do?
How do we know

to whom It belongs?

We should

deposit it in the office of
the society.

I

definitely go there

Society s office

You are known for your honesty. Otherwise,
who cares for such a small thing now a days?

Secretary

I will write it on the notice board

we will give it to whomsoever it
belongs to.

Thank you,
I am relieved now.

The next evening

Raju, why are you
sitting at home? At this
time you should be playing
in the park.

Never mind,
you can practice

running" there.
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Remember, you should
pay equal attention
to your studies and
to your sports.

It keeps the mind and
body healthy.

Only then you
will be able

to perform well.

A month later

Raju started running
every evening

Raju, are you
not forgetting
something?
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At least take tiffin.

bon't worry

So where

Maal

is your bag?

Arre AAaa,

Breakfast will also

today

be provided there

we have Annual

Sports
Competition
at school.

Same evening j

came

Well done

Rcju, we are proud
of you.
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Papa, this is all because of you.
Had you not advised me to practice
running,I would not have

Republic Day
Celebrations are being
organized in the Society
on Sunday.

Oh wow! The MLA

of the area is the chief guest.
We will definitely
participate.
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Now our chief guest would
like to give a special award.

Award for being the most
honest resident of the

Chief guest hands over a gift hamper to Raju
which included a bat and a ball.

colony and for that I invite

Raju and his father
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Children like Raju will grow

Up to become honest citizens
and will take the country
on the path of
progress.

Raju s happiness knew no
bounds.

The parents who inculcate such
values in their children are

applause

Not only because he got the prizes for himself
but also he was happy for his father
whose guidance helped him to get two awards.
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Wow! Now

Forgive us Raju, we

We have also learnt that

I can play with my

should not have behaved

honesty is the best policy.

friends too.

like this with you.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY

Being honest means following the path of Truth. It says more
about our character and our values than anything else.
Honesty leads to moral strength.

Honesty brings confidence and courage to speak the truth.
Trustworthy and reliable relationships can be built only on the

foundations of honesty.
Let us choose the path of honesty and make our life more
meaningful and more credible.
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Let us also inculcate the virtue of being honest in our children
who are the future citizens of the Nation.
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